Atrioventricular alternating Wenckebach periodicity: conduction patterns in multilevel block.
Atrioventricular (A-V) conduction patterns were analyzed in three patients with atrial pacing-induced alternating Wenckebach periodicity. These cases were unique because in each (1) separate levels of block responsible for the conduction disturbance were located above and below the His bundle recording site, and (2) there were several departures from the simple alternating Wenckebach pattern. Apparent supernormal conduction, temporary 1:1 conduction and a specific form of gap in A-V conduction resulted from the interplay of many factors including a simple mathematic relation of the blocking ratio at the two levels, the characteristics of the Wenckebach cycles, and the cycle length-dependent features of refractory periods at the different sites. The findings indicate that (1) delay in proximal impulse transmission is usually the critical factor in overcoming prolonged distal refractoriness and producing variable conduction atterns during the course of alternating Wenckebach periodicity; (2) many irregularities in alternating Wenckebach periodicity can be explained by known electrophysiologic mechanisms; and (3) simple mathematic equations alone are too rigid to reflect properly the dynamic process underlying this conduction disturbance.